
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2013 Flag Football Rules 
 

 
I. General Play 

a. Competitive Decorum. 

i. WE DO NOT TOLERATE DISRESPECTFUL BEHAVIOR TOWARD REFEREES OR PARTICIPANTS. 

A violation of this rule will result in ejection from the game. Repeated violations will result in dismissal from the 

tournament. 

ii. FLAG FOOTBALL IS A NON-CONTACT ACTIVITY. DANGEROUS PLAY WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. 

We desire to protect all participants and overly aggressive players will be dismissed from the tournament. 

iii. All penalties will be assessed by the referee and are subject to his/her discretion. A referee’s call is final. All of the 

following rules may be modified at the referee’s discretion to promote: 

1. the safety of all participants  

2. an enjoyable, respectful atmosphere 

3. fair competition. 

b. Playing Team. Each team may have seven (7) players on the field. No more than five (5) of these players may be men.  

II. Time 
a. Each game will be about 20 minutes. The referee may call an official timeout at any time. Referees are only obligated to 

announce when there are two minutes left in a game. Referees will also provide time updates anytime it is requested. The 

clock will run continuously except for the last two minutes of the game as described below. The referee may stop the 

clock and/or penalize a team at any time if he feels unfair delay tactics are being employed. 

b. Final two minutes of game. During the final two minutes of a contested game, the clock will stop if (1) a pass falls 

incomplete, (2) a ball carrier runs out of bounds, (3) a touchdown is scored, (4) a penalty is assessed, (5) an injury occurs, 

(6) a timeout is called, (7) the ball is turned over. 

i. In the final 2 minutes of a contested game, in an effort to promote fair play, upon the conclusion of any play not 

outlined above, the referee will stop the clock, spot the ball, and then restart the clock. At this point the twenty 

(20) second play clock will commence and the offense may snap the ball when they are ready.  

ii. Contested game defined. A game is considered contested if the score differential is less than 17 points with 2 

minutes remaining. 

c. Timeouts. Each team may use (2) timeouts per game. Play resumes after sixty seconds or when both teams communicate 

to the referee that they are ready to commence, whichever occurs first. 

d. Huddles. An informal play clock of 20 seconds following the conclusion of a play and the spotting of the ball by the 

referee will be enforced at the referee’s discretion. A referee may give a team one warning. A violation of this rule will 

result in a 5 yard penalty. 

e. Injuries. In the event a participant is injured the referee may stop the clock. 

f. Overtime. There is no overtime play during the round-robin round. Elimination games that end in a tie will go into non-

sudden death overtime. During overtime, each team will be given a possession beginning at midfield. The game ends 

when the score is not tied after an equal number of possessions. Each team will be awarded one timeout during overtime. 

i. Interception in overtime. If a pass is intercepted, the ball carrier will be given the opportunity to return the ball 

for a touchdown. If the intercepting ball carrier’s flag is pulled, play will stop and his team will be given a new 

possession at midfield. 

ii. Turnover on downs. If the offensive team turns the ball over on downs, the opposing team will be given the ball 

at midfield.  

iii. 3rd Overtime Period – If the score remains tied after the conclusion of the second overtime period teams will be 

required to attempt a 2-pt conversion 

 

 



 

III. Offensive Possession 

a. First downs. The offense may advance the ball by throwing it, or running it after the defense has crossed the line of 

scrimmage. A first down is awarded when the offense completes two passes of three or more yards. 

i. Three yard reception defined. A completion is awarded when an offensive player catches a pass three or more 

yards beyond the line of scrimmage. Yardage gained on passes caught short of three yards will count, but the 

play will not count as a completion. 

b. End of play. A play is over when the football hits the ground, a ball carrier’s flags are pulled, a ball carrier runs out of 

bounds or into the endzone, a ball carrier’s knee, elbow or rear hits the ground, or the referee blows his whistle. 

Participants must stop play when they hear the whistle blown. 

c. Co-ed play. A female must be an operative offensive player at least once every three plays. 

i. Operative player defined. An operative player is one who: 

1. throws the football, with intent to complete a pass, to a teammate who is beyond the line of scrimmage, 

2. is the intended receiver during a play or has a reasonable chance of catching a pass, 

3. runs the ball (after being rushed) beyond the line of scrimmage 

ii. Insufficient involvement. If a third successive play is completed without using a girl as an operative player, any 

yardage gained on the play is lost and a loss of down occurs. 

iii. Intentional grounding. A play will not count as a girl play if the referee believes the quarterback made no attempt 

to complete a pass and instead threw the ball to the ground, out of bounds, well beyond the reach of the intended 

female receiver, or not beyond the line of scrimmage. 

d. Down count. The referee will announce the down, distance, and involvement, before each play.  

i. For example. If the offensive team completes a pass to a male player on first down, the referee will state “Second 

Down and 1, Open for 1” prior to the next play. This will indicate the offensive team has one more open play 

before it must utilize an operative female player. The referee may also use shorthand and state “Twenty-one, for 

one” (2-1-1). 

ii. Contesting the down. A team captain may ask for a referee timeout if he or she believes that the announced down 

is incorrect. If the defensive team continuously and incorrectly announces that it is a girl play, the offensive team 

will be awarded an open replay of the down in question and a 5 yard penalty. 

e. Punting. The offensive team may choose to punt the ball on fourth down if it announces its intent to the referee. The 

referee will stop the clock and must give the defensive team reasonable time to prepare for the punt. The defensive team 

must place at least two players within five yards of the line of scrimmage. A punted ball may only be advanced by 

throwing the football. The clock will start upon the release of the ball and the play is dead as soon as the punted ball hits 

the ground or goes out of bounds. 

i. Punt return.  Only players on the receiving team who are behind the receiving ball carrier may run down the field 

with the ball carrier. All other teammates must maintain their position on the field and may not impede the 

movement of the kicking team. The kicking team may not cross the line of scrimmage until the ball is thrown. 

f. Change of possession. After a change of possession, the offensive team may hike the ball as soon as the referee has 

placed the ball marker, exited the field of play, and signaled that both teams are ready. 

g. Quarterback sack. The referee will place the ball at the point of “tackle” if the quarterback is sacked, and a loss of 

down will occur. There are no operative players when a sack occurs. This means that if a female quarterback is sacked a 

female play did NOT occur. 

h. Offsides. If an offensive player is lined up in an offsides position or leaves prior to the snap the play will be whistled 

dead. Both teams will receive one (1) warning and then and loss of down 

i. Offensive team may have one, and only player, in motion parallel to the line of scrimmage prior to the snap.  

ii. No players may advance towards the line of scrimmage prior to the ball being snapped or they will be ruled 

offsides. 

i. Receptions. A passed ball that is in a receiver’s grasp, but then knocked out due to either a defender’s  hand or contact 

initiated by a defender, will be ruled a catch. A reception will be awarded if a player’s first foot to touch the ground after 

catching a pass is in bounds. A player is an eligible receiver if the player is on the field of play at the snap of the ball. If 

the player leaves the field of play during an offensive play (and makes a reasonable effort to return immediately to the 

field of play) he will be ruled eligible, however the player must reestablish position with both feet on the field before 

being an eligible receiver. 

j. Laterals. Downfield laterals will be whistled dead 

i. Following a completed forward pass, any second forward advancement of the ball (pass, lateral, or fumble) will 

result in a dead ball at the spot the ball leaves the receivers hands. 



ii. Prematurely pulling the flag belt of an offensive player in the attempt to make him ineligible to receive a lateral 

will result in a defensive penalty of 5 yards (in an end of the half scenario an additional open play with 1 second 

left on the game clock will be awarded) 

k. Blocking. Neither team may purposely impede the direction of an opponent. Downfield offensive blocking will result in 

an immediate stop in play; additional yardage will not be awarded and a 5 yard penalty will be assessed from the spot of 

the block. A 5 yard penalty will be assessed if an offensive player runs into and makes no attempt to avoid a motionless 

defender. 

i. “Picks”and Screens. Picks and screen blocking of defensive players by offensive players is not permitted. 

Offensive receivers may run crossing patterns but must continue their route naturally, not stopping and making 

contact with the defensive player in an attempt to prevent him from covering an offensive player. Penalty will 

result in an incompletion, 5 yard penalty and loss of down. 

l. Delay of game. The referee may at any time run or stop the clock if they feel a team is purposely delaying the 

progression of the game and will assess a 5 yard penalty 

m. Scoring. A team is awarded six (6) points when it advances the ball into the endzone. The team will be awarded one (1) 

point if it converts an “extra point” from the three yard line, and will be awarded two (2) points if it converts from the six 

yard line. If a quarterback sack or player tackle occurs in the endzone a safety will be awarded. The defensive team will 

receive 2 pts and the ball on their own 6 yard line. 

i. Jumping or diving to score. A player who attempts to cross the endzone line by leaving his feet or diving forward 

will be ruled down at the two yard line. 

ii. Goal line situation. Once a team advances the ball within three yards of the endzone, or is awarded a first down 

within six yards of the endzone, the team must score on that set of downs (referees will communicate down and 

distance as down and goal open for ___). 

 

n. Substitutions. All substitutions should occur from the sideline designated by the official. A loss of down may occur if… 

i. the ball is hiked after an offensive player leaves the field of play via the far sideline or back  endzone line, 

ii. the offensive team has more than eight (8) players, or more than five (5) men, on the field when the ball is hiked, 

or 

iii. an offensive player steps onto the field at such a time as to not give the opposing team notice that he/she is an 

eligible receiver. A receiver must line up at least two yards away from the substitution sideline so that the 

opponent may be aware of whether or not that receiver is on the field. 

IV. The Flag Belt 

a. Position. The belt must be worn over the player’s outermost layer of clothing with the middle flag in the middle of the 

player’s back. (Quarterbacks who receive a snap with no flag belt are down immediately where they catch the snap) 

b. Tackle. A ballcarrier’s progress will be blown dead as soon as their flags begin to separate from their waist. The 

defender should either hand the ballcarrier’s flag belt back to them or place it at the spot of the “tackle.” The ball will be 

placed relative to the ballcarrier’s position when they were tackled. 

c. Inadvertent pull or separation. A player who inadvertently loses their flags during the course of a play may finish the 

play. The player will be ruled down as soon as they possess the ball. 

i. Tackle after lateral. A player whose flags are pulled after the player has passed or lateraled the football may 

continue to participate in the play and reattach their flags. If he comes into possession of the ball again without 

flags, he will be ruled down when he possesses the ball. 

d. Clothing pull. If a defensive player uses their grip on a ballcarrier’s clothing or body to assist in pulling the carrier’s 

flags, a 5 yard penalty or a touchdown (if the player is within the 6yd, 2-pt conversion line) will be awarded by the 

referee.  

e. Flag guarding. If the referee believes that the ballcarrier either purposely or inadvertently used his arms or body to 

impede an opponent’s effort to pull their flags the referee will whistle the player down and assess a 5-yard penalty at the 

spot of the foul. A ballcarrier may not lower his head or shoulder when advancing the football. 

V. Defensive Rules 

a. Quarterback rush. A defensive rusher will be ruled offsides if they cross the line of scrimmage before the referee 

clearly hears the entire rush count. Rushers who count too quietly or in a way that seems unclear or slurred will be 

presumed to be offsides. The penalty for this infraction will be the option of the result of the play or five (5) yards and a 

replay of the down 

i. Rush count defined. A “ten apple” rush count.  

ii. Proper enunciation. A defensive player will be ruled offsides if:  

1. the rusher counts so quickly that the referee is not absolutely sure that the rusher fully enunciated the count, 

or 

2. the player crosses the line of scrimmage before the rusher finishes a legitimate rush count. 



iii. Policy. This rule will be strictly enforced. It is intended to promote fair competition and adequate time for 

quarterbacks to throw the ball.  

1. Rushers who ‘clip’ (“sixapp, sevenapp”) or mute (“sixappasevenappa”) the “el” sound in the rush count will 

be called offsides. 

2. To ensure fair play, rushers must fully enunciate AP-PLE (’a-pəl)  

3. The rush count will be executed by one rostered player; either on the field or on the sideline loudly enough to 

easily be heard by the ref. 

iv. Quarterback Contact. At no time while rushing should the rusher make contact with the quarterback. The penalty 

for this infraction is five (5) yards added on to the end of a completion or five (5) yards and a replay of the down 

for an incompletion 

b. Female quarterback . A male player may not at any time rush a female quarterback 

c. Pass Interference. An offensive or defensive player who physically obstructs an opponent from catching a thrown ball 

will be called for pass interference. For purposes of this rule, it is irrelevant if the defensive player contacts the football 

before contacting his opponent. 

i. Defensive. Defensive pass interference will result in the ball being placed at the spot of the interference and a 

completion awarded to the offensive team. If the defensive pass interference occurs in the endzone, the referee 

may award either a touchdown or an open first down on the six (6) yard line (2-pt conversion line). Minimal, 

harmless and insignificant bumping is subject to the referee’s discretion. In questionable situations the referee 

may call a “replay” at his discretion in lieu of awarding a reception. 

1. Zero tolerance contact. Player’s will be warned by the referee, and subject to penalty and/or ejection, if they 

repeatedly run into or initiate contact with other player’s. 

2. Yelling. An automatic reception and/or a five (5) yard penalty will be awarded if any player yells at an 

opposing player in an attempt to scare the player into dropping a thrown ball. The enforcement of this 

rule may result in an interception 
ii. Offensive. If the referee believes that a defensive player would have intercepted a pass, but for an offensive 

player’s interference, he may award an interception and a first down to the defensive team or penalize the offense 

five (5) yards and loss of down. 

d. Dangerous play/physical tackle. Flag Football is a NON-CONTACT activity. Excessive physical contact on the playing 

field is not permitted. A player who, in an attempt to pull a ballcarrier’s flags or to defend against a pass, makes 

significant contact with an opponent may be penalized or ejected from the game. In addition Verbal Abuse will not be 

tolerated and a player can be ejected from the game at the referee discretion. 

e. Defensive bodily obstruction. The ballcarrier always maintains the right of way. A defensive player may not run in a 

direction that will impede the ballcarrier’s obvious route. Defensive players must make every effort to avoid physical 

contact with a ballcarrier when attempting to pull his flag. 

i. Presumption. Contact between an offensive ballcarrier and a defensive player will be presumed to have been 

initiated by the defensive player and the referee will enforce a five (5) yard penalty or a touchdown and may 

eject the offending player. This rule will not apply if the referee believes the offensive player initiated the 

contact. 

ii. Automatic touchdown. A TD may automatically be awarded to the offensive team if, in the referee’s judgment, a 

defensive player flagrantly and deliberately makes contact with the ballcarrier at any point on the field in an 

effort to impede a scoring play. 


